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Abstract
This study extends existing research on psychology of working theory by assessing components of
the model among two community samples (N = 364) of high school youth. We examined
structural models linking student perceptions of external barriers to higher education to three
indices of adaptive career progress, work volition, career adaptability, and school motivation. We
also assessed the roles of student perceptions of proactive personality, critical motivation, and
teacher social support as moderators of perceived external barriers for the three career progress
indices. The findings reveal main effects, rather than moderating contributions for critical mo-
tivation and proactive personality, with only teacher support being a significant moderator for
career adaptability and work volition. The moderating effect was inconsistent with theoretical
expectations, however. The results are discussed with attention to further research and ap-
plicability for vocational intervention.
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Long standing inequities in the United States (US) based on race, ethnicity, and social class have
been exacerbated in recent years as a result of technological and global changes in the labor market
and heightened most recently by the COVID-19 pandemic (Kantamneni, 2020). Although
communities of color, immigrants, and the working class/poor have been most adversely impacted
by these events (Gutowski et al., 2021), some scholars (Kenny et al., 2019) also note anxiety
among more privileged youth with regard to their career paths and financial security. In rec-
ognition of shifting social and economic conditions, these scholars (Blustein et al., 2019b) have
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recommended that vocational interventions go beyond career decision making and adjustment to
prepare individuals to navigate and reduce systemic barriers, and be proactive in the face of
challenge. Kenny et al. (2019), for example, advocated for a transformed career development
education that would prepare youth to enter and advance in the changing world of work and to
foster systemic equity. In this regard, Kenny et al. (2019) identified psychology of working theory
(PWT: Duffy et al., 2016) as a viable framework for guiding this intervention.

Theoretical Framework

PWT espouses a broad agenda that attends to all who want to work and offers a framework for
work-related intervention that facilitates well-being for individuals and communities. While
vocational psychology has traditionally focused on fostering knowledge of self and of the world of
work that helps individuals to make satisfying career decisions, PWT evolved based on the
recognition that many individuals enter their work roles based from economic necessity, rather
than choice (Blustein, 2006). In contrast with those individuals who enjoy the privilege of
choosing careers and constructing their futures based upon their interests, values, and aspirations,
the pathways through education to decent work are often constrained for individuals who ex-
perience substantive barriers, related to poverty, racism, sexism, heterosexism, classism, and other
forms of social oppression (Blustein & Kenny, 2020).

While social oppression is widely recognized in contemporary vocational psychology as a
significant obstacle to school and work access (Blustein et al., 2019a), macrolevel factors are
positioned at the forefront of PWT. Adopting the lens of intersectionality (Crenshaw, 1993, 1994),
PWT highlights how experiences of marginalization and economic constraints often serve to
undermine the development of psychological resources, such as work volition and career
adaptability, that influence access to decent work (Duffy et al., 2016). A growing body of research
supports the PWT model by documenting the role of work volition and career adaptability as
mediating the relationship between experiences of marginalization and decent work (Allan et al.,
2019; Duffy et al., 2018; England et al., 2020).

PWT emphasizes the necessity for macrolevel change to reduce structural barriers and foster
equity (Blustein et al, 2019b; Blustein et al, 2019c), but also identifies individual and microlevel
resources that might facilitate access to decent work by moderating the negative effects of
economic barriers and marginalization. The individual and microlevel resources proposed as
moderating factors by Duffy et al. (2016) include proactive personality, critical consciousness and
social support. Social support was selected based on an abundance of research (Kenny &
Medvide, 2013) regarding the benefits of varied components of social support for educational
and career attainment and psychological well-being across the life span. Proactive personality
represents an individual level psychological trait that entails taking a proactive stance and seeking
out opportunities for meaningful change (Bateman & Crant, 1993). Along with other personality
attributes, proactive personality represents a form of human capital that can help individuals with
lower levels of economic resources and educational opportunity to overcome barriers (Ayoub
et al., 2018). Proactive personality has been examined in numerous studies focusing on career
development with adults, demonstrating relationships with career adaptability and varied indices
of career success (Jiang, 2017; Li et al., 2017; Seibert et al., 1999).

Critical consciousness (CC) represents an individual level factor that has been described as
providing an “antidote to oppression” as individuals become aware of the systemic causes of their
experienced marginalization and gain the motivation to engage in social change directed towards
alleviating systemic injustice. CC has been conceptualized as a unitary construct and as en-
compassing two or three components. Watts et al. (2011) define CC as comprised of three
components: the critical awareness of structural inequities based on race, gender, and social class;
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the motivation and perceived capacity to remove barriers that lead to those inequities; and en-
gagement in actions to reduce them. Despite variations in the conceptualization and measurement
of CC, a significant body of research among marginalized adolescents has shown higher levels of
critical consciousness to be positively related to school engagement and academic achievement at
the high school level, enrollment in college, progress in career development, and entry into higher
paying occupations over time (Diemer et al., 2016), with other research revealing a mixed pattern
of effects (Heberle et al., 2020; Jemal, 2017; Tyler et al., 2019).

Although PWT aims to apply to all who want to work (Blustein, 2006), existing research, to
date, focuses primarily on adults in the US and western societies, especially those who are most
vulnerable to marginalization due to social class and societal biases. Research has begun to
examine the components, measurement and predictors of decent work in the US and other nations
(e.g., Duffy et al., 2020), and has verified positive relationships between engagement in decent
work and work satisfaction and well-being. Fewer studies (Autin et al., 2021; Douglass et al.,
2020; Kim & Allan, 2021; Wang et al., 2019) have focused on the role of the moderating factors
postulated to foster career adaptability and work volition in the presence of economic and social
barriers. Two studies focused exclusively on proactive personality. In the Douglass et al. (2020)
study of employed workers in the United States, proactive personality was significantly correlated
with work volition, career adaptability, and decent work, but did not serve as a moderator. In the
Wang et al. (2019) study of Chinese workers, proactive personality functioned as a moderator, but
in the opposite direction as hypothesized in the PWTmodel. It is not clear if theWang et al. (2019)
findings reflect cultural variations, measurement issues, or the possibility that proactive per-
sonality may have negative consequences in some situations (Douglass et al., 2020).

We are also aware of two studies (Autin et al., 2021; Kim & Allan, 2021) that assessed CC
among adults as a moderator in the PWT model. Both studies revealed a pattern of inconsistent
findings, with some findings supporting the hypothesized moderator role for CC and other
findings suggesting an opposite effective or no relationship. For both studies, the CC dimension of
critical awareness was assessed by perceived inequality and egalitarianism. Critical action/
sociopolitical participation was also assessed in both studies, but critical motivation was not
included. With regard to theoretical expectations, both studies found the hypothesized moderating
effect for critical action, although Autin et al. (2021) found significant moderation only for
marginalization and not for economic conditions. The findings for the moderating effects of
perceived economic inequality and egalitarianism were varied across the two studies and in
relation to outcome variables. These findings add to inconsistent findings about the benefits of the
critical awareness component of CC (Heberle et al., 2020; Jemal, 2017; Tyler et al., 2019) and the
need for further research to assess the conditions under which specific components of CC are
adaptive.

Kenny et al. (2019) identified the moderating factors specified by PWTas a potential focus for a
transformed career development education, aimed at fostering proactive personality, critical
consciousness, and social support, as well as career adaptability and work volition. Although the
moderating factors specified in the PWT model were selected based on prior related research
(Duffy et al., 2016), they need to be examined as components of PWT, if the model is to serve as a
basis for vocational or career development intervention. Although PWT has potential implications
for the career development of youth, the model has not been examined for young people who are
not yet in the workforce, with the exception of some research with young adult college students
(Autin et al., 2018). From a risk and resilience perspective, career development intervention has
the potential to foster promotive factors that can serve to interrupt the trajectory of risk and enable
youth to overcome adversity (Zimmerman et al., 2013). Promotive factors can function as moderators
of risk through an interactive or protective effect, or in a compensatory manner that counteracts risk
through a direct and independent effect (Zimmerman et al., 2013). Duffy et al. (2016) postulated the
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set of promotive factors in PWT as moderators, although this aspect of the model has only recently
been explored through research.

The Present Study

The current research addresses gaps in the study of PWT by exploring the contributions of
proactive personality, critical motivation, and social support to work volition, career adaptability,
and school motivation among two samples of adolescents.

Following from the PWT model and the above discussion, we propose 12 hypotheses to assess
the contribution of risk factors (Hypotheses 1 to 3), and the moderating roles of social proactive
personality, critical motivation, and social support (Hypotheses 4 to 12). We include school
motivation as a dependent variable in our study of high school students since school success and
completion are gateways to decent work (Kenny & Walsh-Blair, 2012; Luginbuhl et al., 2016).
Recognizing that teachers are an important source of social support in the school setting (Kenny &
Medvide, 2013), we assess teacher social support in this study. Since contextual factors are central
in PWT, we combine two samples of high school youth who reside in communities and attend
schools that vary based on socioeconomic status and racial and ethnic identity. We assessed the
following 12 hypotheses.

With regard to the contribution of risk factors, we hypothesize that external barriers to further
education will be inversely related to work volition (Hypothesis 1), career adaptability (Hypothesis
2) and school motivation (Hypothesis 3). With regard to moderators, we hypothesize that proactive
personality will moderate the negative effects of external barriers on work volition (Hypothesis 4),
on career adaptability (Hypothesis 5), and on school motivation (Hypothesis 6). We also hy-
pothesize that critical motivation will moderate the negative effects of external barriers on work
volition (Hypothesis 7), on career adaptability (Hypothesis 8), and on school motivation (Hy-
pothesis 9). Finally, we hypothesize that teacher support will moderate the negative effects of
external barriers on work volition (Hypothesis 10), on career adaptability (Hypothesis 11), and on
school motivation (Hypothesis 12).

Method

Participants and Procedure

The participants were recruited from programs in two separate communities. Since one of the
programs was an out-of-school program that took place in the summer, we refer to these as
community samples, although we also recognize that the students in our second sample attended a
parochial school that differed from the school attended bymany other students in their community.

Community sample one. The participants of our first sample were 200 high school students at-
tending a summer internship program in an affluent small city of approximately 30,000
households in the Northeastern US, with a city-wide median family income of $107, 696. Not all
city residents are affluent, however, with the public school system reporting that 11% of students
are eligible for free or reduced lunch. The summer internship program recruits students from the
city who would benefit from an internship experience, but who would otherwise not have access to
this opportunity. While the family income level of the program participants is not known, 21% of
study participants reported that they were eligible for free and reduced lunch (FRL) at their school.

All 238 students enrolled in the summer program across three summers prior to COVID-19 (95
in 2017; 72 in 2018; 71 in 2019) were invited to participate in the research. The program was not
held in 2020. Students and their parents were informed about the study during the program
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orientation and consent forms were distributed to parents along with other program consents.
Eighty-six percent of the parents and students consented/assented to study participation, with
several students being absent on the day of survey completion or not fully completing the survey,
yielding a total sample of 200 students (78 in 2017, 58 in 2018, and 63 in 2019). Students
completed an online or paper and pencil version of the survey at a workshop held during the first
week of the program before beginning the internship experience. The 200 study participants were
mostly junior and seniors but included students from grade 9 through recent graduates (1.5% 9th
grade, 13.5% 10th grade, 31.5% 11th grade, 44.5% 12th grade, and 8% just graduated). Students
self-reported as male (49%), female (45.5%), gender non-binary (2.5%) and other (1.5%). Sample
characteristics with regard to race, immigration status, parent education, and eligibility for FRL
are reported in Table 1.

Community sample two. One hundred sixty four participants were recruited from our second
community sample, a Catholic high school located in a medium sized city (approximately 80,000).
The city is home to a large immigrant population, with a racial/ethnic composition of 77% Latinx
(Dominican and Puerto Rican), 7.8% Black (Caribbean and African American), and 2.8% Asian
(Cambodian and Vietnamese), and a median household income of $25,983. The school offers a
college preparatory curriculum (reports 100% college acceptance) for low-income students from
the immigrant city and is well-known for its work-based learning (WBL) program, which engages
all students in WBL for 5 days per month across all academic years. Seventy-five percent of the
student body represent the first generation to attend college, 98% are students of color, and almost
all are eligible for FRL, with an average family income of $35,700. Although not all students are
Catholic, being open to faith-based values is a requirement for admission.

Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of Participants.

Sample 1 Sample 2

Characteristic n % n %

Race/ethnicity
Asian/Asian American 59 29.5 3 1.8
Black/African American 9 4.5 4 2.4
Hispanic/Latinx 19 9.5 153 93.3
White 85 42.5 3 1.8
Multiracial and other 26 13 1 .6
Highest level of parental education
Less than high school 7 3.5 29 17.7
High school graduate 22 11 52 31.7
Some college 16 8 36 22
Four-year college degree 44 22 33 20.1
Graduate or professional degree 108 54 14 8.5
Immigration status
Student born outside U.S. 32 21 32 19.5
Student born in U.S.; parent outside U.S. 76 38 100 61
Both student and parent born in the U.S. 77 38.5 32 19.5
Eligible for free or reduced lunch (FRL)
Yes 42 21 128 78
No 120 60 6 3.7
Don’t know 36 18 30 18.3
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All 277 students enrolled in the high school were invited to participate in the study in spring
2019. A letter explaining the study and consent forms, available in English and Spanish, were sent
home to parents with other school materials. One hundred and 82 parents (66%) returned parental
consent. Students with consent were invited to complete an online assent and the survey during an
extended home room period. Fourteen students were absent, such that 168 students were present
and started the survey, with 164 completing the survey. A member of the research team was
present to explain the study, to guide students in completing the assent, and to answer questions
about the survey. The students who completed the survey represented all 4 years of high school
(32.3% grade 9; 17.1% grade 10; 28% grade 11; 22.6% grade 12), with 62.2% self-describing as
female and 37.8% as male. Additional sample characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Pooling of the Community Samples. Since structural equation modeling (SEM) and confir-
matory factor analysis (CFA) are known to be increasingly trustworthy and reliable and provide
more stable results if samples include more than 250 participants (Westen & Gore, 2006), we
pooled the samples into a single sample of 364 cases with complete data to yield a diverse
participant pool. Since research (Chetty & Hendren, 2016, 2018) suggests that the neighborhood
in which one grows up can have a long lasting impact on life outcomes and social mobility over
time, we maintained the identity of each community sample in order to accommodate and control
for any differences that may exist between samples on the study variables based on well-known
methods (Klein, 2016).

Measures

The participants completed a survey containing measures of external barriers to higher education,
proactive personality, critical motivation, teacher support, work volition, career adaptability, and
school motivation, as well as a demographic questionnaire. For consistency across measures, the
participants responded to each item using a 5-point Likert-like response scale, ranging from 1 =
strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree, with higher scores representing higher levels of the
construct.

Work volition. We used the volition subscale of the Work Volition Scale—Student Version (WVS-
SV; Duffy et al., 2012) to assess high school students’ work volition or their perceived capacity to
make career-related decisions despite barriers. The WVS-SV has two factor analytically derived
subscales, volition (i.e., “I will be able to do the kind of work that I want to, despite external
barriers”) and constraints (e.g., I feel that my family situation limits the types of jobs I might
pursue). The volition subscale consists of seven items and has shown adequate internal reliability
(alpha = .78) among college students. With regard to validity, the subscales correlated in expected
directions with theoretically relevant measures, including career decision self-efficacy, core self-
evaluation, and career barriers (Duffy et al., 2012). For the current study, the alpha was .80.

Career adaptability. We used the 12-item Career Adapt-Abilities Scale-Short Form (CAAS-SF;
Maggiori et al., 2017), an abbreviated version of the 24-item CAAS International version
(CAAS2.0; Porfeli & Savickas, 2012), to assess the capacities that individuals draw upon to cope
with current and anticipated problems, transitions, or traumas in their occupational roles. The short
form was developed in Switzerland and Germany to facilitate research use (Maggiori et al., 2017).
The short form was strongly associated with the long form and demonstrated a four-factor
structure consistent with the long form (Maggiori et al., 2017), including concern (e.g., “Thinking
about what my future will be like”), control (e.g., “Sticking up for my beliefs”), curiosity (e.g.
“Looking for opportunities to grow as a person”), and confidence (e.g. “Overcoming obstacles”).
We piloted the short form with 78 participants in the first cohort of community sample one and
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found the correlation between the long and short forms to be .97. For cohort 1, the long form
yielded an alpha of .93 and the alpha for the short form was .88. Given a concern by our
collaborating schools to maintain brevity in the student survey, we decided to use the short form in
this study. The computed alpha was .87 for the current study.

School motivation. We used the 5-item Mastery Goal Subscale (PALS-MA) of the Patterns of
Adaptive Learning Scales (PALS) (Midgley et al., 2000) to assess school motivation. Mastery goal
orientation represents the adaptive motivational belief that the purpose of academic study is
understanding and competence, rather than grades or other reward systems (e.g., “One of my goals
is to master a lot of skills this year,” “It is important to me that I thoroughly understand my class
work”). The Cronbach’s alpha reported in the initial validation of this scale was .85 (Midgley et al.,
2000) and .81 in other research among urban high school students (Kenny et al., 2010). Research
with urban high school students has also demonstrated positive relationships between mastery
goal orientation and academic efficacy, belief in the relevance of school for future success, and
progress in career planning, and work hope (Kenny et al., 2010). The obtained alpha for the current
study was .88.

External barriers. Based on evidence that access to post high school education is important for
career entry and advancement (Kenny &Walsh-Blair, 2012), we assessed students’ perceptions of
the likelihood that external barriers would prevent them from pursuing further education after high
school as an index of perceived marginalization and economic constraints. We used 16 items
(related to finances, relationships, ethnic, racial and gender discrimination, and constraints on
moving away from home) from the 28-item Perceived Educational Barriers likelihood scale (PEB;
McWhirter et al., 2000) These items were labeled as external barriers by McWhirter et al. (2007)
through principal components analysis of the full scale and were found to be related to student
gender and ethnic or racial background (McWhirter et al., 2007). Soresi et al. (2012) reported a
coefficient alpha of .75 for a shortened 11-item version of the external barriers scale in a study of
762 adolescents in Italy. In support of validity. External barriers were negatively related to career
adaptability and quality of life. The alpha for the 16-item version in this study was .85.

Teacher support. We used the 6-item Learning Climate subscale (LCS) of the Learning Climate
Questionnaire (Black & Deci, 2000; Deci et al., 1989) to assess teacher social support. The six
items on the LCS assess the extent to which students perceive their teachers as offering support
within a context of choice or autonomy (e.g., “My teacher listens to how I would like to do things,”
and “I feel my teacher provides me with choices and options”). The LCS has demonstrated solid
reliability (alpha = .84) and evidence of validity, including correlations with adaptive academic
beliefs, work hope, and progress in career development in previous research among urban high
school students (Kenny et al., 2010). An alpha of .88 was computed for the current study.

Critical motivation. We used the 10-item critical motivation (CM) scale (Rapa et al., 2020) to assess
one of the three dimensions of critical consciousness (CC). We selected critical motivation for this
study based upon evidence that critical reflection alone is not sufficient as a protective factor
(Diemer et al., 2020b; Tyler et al., 2020). Scholars (Diemer et al., 2020a; Heberle et al., 2020;
Jemal, 2017) point to the need for further study of critical motivation and critical action and
suggest that critical motivation may serve as a link between critical reflection and critical action for
young people, who have had limited opportunities to engage in social action. McWhirter and
McWhirter (2016) found that critical agency, similar to critical motivation, was positively related
to post-secondary college plans for Latinx high school students, but that critical action/behavior
was unrelated. Among undocumented Latinx college students, Cadenas et al. (2021) found that
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critical agency was positively related to student well-being and the capacity to resist everyday
discrimination. For this study, CM represents the perceived capacity or moral commitment to
remedy perceived inequities and contribute to social change (Diemer et al., 2020a). CM sample
items include, “It is important for young people to speak out when an injustice has occurred,” and
“It is important to correct social and economic inequality.” The measure authors report good
reliability (alpha of .77), with an alpha of .83 for the current study.

Proactive personality. We used a 4-item abbreviated version of the Proactive Personality scale
(Bateman & Crant, 1993) to assess students’ disposition to actively influence their environments.
The original 17-item measure (Bateman & Crant, 1993) was reduced to 10 items by Seibert et al.
(1999) and to four items by Jiang (2017). The four items (e.g., “I am constantly on the lookout for
new ways to improve my life,” “If I see something I don’t like, I fix it”) were selected from the
original 17 items because they demonstrated the highest factor loadings across multiple studies
(Jiang, 2017). As with Career Adaptability, we compared the 10 and one 4-item versions with
cohort 1, yielding an alpha of .90 for the 10-item scale and .78 for the four items and a correlation
of .90 between the long and short forms. We elected to use the 4-item version to reduce the length
of the overall survey, with an alpha of .78 for the current study.

Data Analysis Plan

Because we pooled data from two samples from differing geographical locations and which have
certain differences in demographics, the plan for data analysis proceeded in stages. As a pre-
requisite to performing any tests of hypotheses we evaluated the factorial invariance of the seven
latent variable constructs defined by the measures of the study. Using the pooled sample, we
conducted tests of hypotheses 1 to 3 of the latent variable structural model predicting the des-
ignated response latent variables (work volition, school motivation, and career adaptability) from
the latent variables of external barriers, controlling for sample type. We then conducted tests of
hypotheses 4 through 12 examining the moderating roles of the latent variables of (a) proactive
personality, (b) critical motivation, and (c) teacher support for the three latent response variables,
also controlling for sample.

Results

Descriptive Statistics

Means, SDs, and correlations for the pooled community sample are presented in Table 2. Sample
sizes range from N = 362 to N = 364 because of missing cases. Missing data were accommodated
in all analyses in this manuscript by full information maximum likelihood methods (FIML)
implemented in Mplus 8.7 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017).

Tests of Factorial Invariance for the Seven Study Variables

Prior to testing the structural equation model of the two merged samples, we sought to assess
whether the factorial structure of the constructs were invariant across samples (Vandenberg &
Lance, 2000). Factorial invariance provides a justification for pooling samples such that any later
tests of a relationship between latent variables based on pooled data is interpretable and not due
differences in factorial structure within each sample.

All tests of invariance were conducted by procedures available in Mplus 8.7 (Muthén &
Muthén, 1998–2017, p. 671). The results of tests of both metric and scalar invariance across the
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two community samples are presented in Table 3. The tests of metric invariance show that, with
the exception of external barriers, the factor loadings of the variables are invariant across
community samples. Since the chi-square test of invariance can be overly critical, Cheung and
Rensvold (2002) recommend that a test could be judged as invariant if the difference of CFI
between configural and metric models differs by no more than .01, and the RMSEA differs by no
more than .015. The CFI and RMSEA differences for the external barriers variable are .006, and
.004, respectively.

An additional source of evidence of the invariance of the external barriers variable across
community samples derives from the advice of Byrne et al. (1989) who suggest that partial

Table 2. Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for the Pooled Samples.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1.Work volition —

2. Career adaptability 0.49*** —

3. School motivation 0.29*** 0.46*** —

4. External barriers �0.29*** �0.17*** �0.16*** —

5. Proactive personality 0.45*** 0.57*** 0.39*** �0.08*** —

6. Critical motivation 0.06*** 0.23*** 0.29*** 0.01*** 0.23*** —

7. Teacher social support 0.18*** 0.19*** 0.31*** �0.26*** 0.17*** 0.14** —

8. Community 0.15*** 0.20*** 0.09*** 0.19*** 0.19*** 0.01** �0.14** —

Mean 24.02 42.84 20.48 38.38 15.73 40.72 21.27 1.45
SD 4.90 8.11 3.12 10.06 2.57 5.54 4.66 0.50

Note. N = 362 to 364 cases of the pooled community samples. Full information maximum likelihood (FIML) used in all
analysis (Muthen and Muthen 2017–2020). Data are the original raw score total variables.
The critical values of r are: .105, .137, .162 at .05, .01, and .001, respectively.

Table 3. Tests of Invariance of the Factor Structure for Seven Study Variables.

Variable Invariance Δχ2 df p-value

External barriers Metric 26.227 15 0.036
Metrica 19.780 13 0.101
Scalar 110.119 15 0.000

Critical motivation Metric 12.985 9 0.163
Scalar 22.111 9 0.009

Teacher social support Metric 7.938 5 0.160
Scalar 10.425 5 0.064

Proactive personality Metric 3.858 3 0.277
Scalar 22.282 4 0.000

School motivation Metric 6.050 4 0.195
Scalar 8.177 4 0.085

Career adaptability Metric 12.373 11 0.336
Scalar 47.132 11 0.000

Work volition Metric 4.339 6 0.631
Scalar 31.688 6 0.000

Note. Critical values for statistical tests throughout are set to .01. Metric and scalar invariance only are evaluated as the
most critical tests. Other levels are described in the literature but are less relevant to the current invariance tests.
aMetric invariance of external barriers without items 1 and 26.
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invariance can often be established by investigating which item, or items, are responsible for the
non-invariance. Examination of the factor loadings in a multigroup CFA of the external barrier
items reveals that the loadings of two items related to financial barriers (“not enough money” and
“school program too expensive”) are vastly different across the two community samples. Ex-
amination of the mean differences of the item related to the program expense reveals that the mean
external barrier score is higher for the students from the less affluent community (X = 40.46, SD =
9.41) than for the students from the more affluent community (X ¼ 36.69, SD = 10.28). Dropping
those two items from the scale and re-evaluating the cross-sample invariance yields metric tests
that are clearly invariant ðΔχ2ð13Þ ¼ 19:78, p ¼ :101Þ. Given these results we conclude that is safe
to assume an invariant status for the external barrier latent variable and to consider all seven study
variables as invariant across community samples. Hence, the results of any further structural
equation model tests of hypotheses based on the pooled samples would not be attributable to
differing factor structures of the community samples.

The Contribution of External Barriers to the Three Latent Response Variables

We first tested a baseline structural model assessing the paths from external barriers to the latent
response variables of work volition, career adaptability and school motivation, controlling for
community sample. Each latent variable was identified by reference variable coding using the first
observed indicator variable in its item set as the reference indicator. The model of Figure 1 was
estimated by robust maximum likelihood in Mplus v 8.7. The fit of the model is acceptable by
some criteria (RMSEA and SRMR) but marginal by another (CFI). All of the measured indicators
loaded significantly (p < .001) on their assigned factor, but the goodness of fit indices of the
4-factor model of Figure 1 were mixed ½χ2ð771Þ ¼ 1700:31, p < :001; CFI ¼ :78; RMSEA ¼
:058; SRMR ¼ :073�.

The χ2 test is known to be overly sensitive to model fit and can be safely ignored. Among the
remaining indices the RMSEA (.058 < .06) and SRMR (070 < .08) are within the Hu and Bentler
(1999) guidelines of acceptable model fit, while the CFI falls short of the standard (.78 < .90–.95).
The low CFI is most likely due to the fact that in simultaneously fitting the parsimonious model of
Figure 1 with single factor latent variables for all four constructs, we capitalize on a source of
misspecification which is known to be prime explanation for diminished CFI’s. Namely, we used
the single factors as explanatory and response variables in this study in order to be consistent with
much of the recent research published in this domain. However, for three of the four variables a
single factor mis-specifies the factor structure of the items both reported by the original scale

Figure 1. Path diagram of the relationship of external barriers to three response variables. Note: All paths
coefficients are adjusted (controlled) for community sample; data not shown on the path diagram.
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authors and by exploratory factor analysis (Asparouhov &Muthén, 2009) of the current data. The
individual EFA’s fitted to these variables suggests that external barriers, work volition, and career
adaptability would best be modeled as multi-factor CFA’s—with two to four latent variables rather
than a single factor representation.

We do not, however, view the single-factor models fitted here with mixed goodness of fit, as a
serious disadvantage. The primary focus of the structural model of Figure 1 is on the significance
of the individual paths of external barriers to the three response variables. As seen in Figure 1, the
direct effects of external barriers on all three latent response variables were all negative and
statistically significant at p < .001.1 The relationships indicate that in the absence of any
moderation, increasing external barriers tend to be associated with decreasing values of work
volition, career adaptability, and school motivation.

Moderation of External Barriers by Three Latent Variable Moderators

We next tested for moderation effects. Testing interactions2 among latent variables is considerably
more complicated than testing interactions among measured variables, with numerous methods
suggested for analyzing latent variable interactions/moderation (Kenny & Judd, 1984; Marsh
et al., 2004; Ping, 1996; Steinmetz et al., 2011; Wall & Amemiya, 2001). Klein and Moosbrugger
(2000) introduced a method (LMS-latent moderated structural equations-) that avoids issues of
nonlinearity and nonnormality, and Klein and Muthén (2007) introduced a further advanced
method relying on a quasi-maximum likelihood estimation (qML) procedure.3 The qML pro-
cedure has been incorporated into the Mplus 8.7 software (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017, p. 78)
and its use has been simplified for the researcher by the | XWITH command for defining in-
teractions or moderation effects.

Tests of moderation. The Mplus tests of moderation are estimated by an integration algorithm
that does not produce standard structural equation model measures of model fit such as χ2, CFI,
RMSEA, or SRMR (Klein &Muthén, 2007), but focuses instead on estimating the parameters and
standard errors of individual paths. We tested each of the paths representing a moderation hy-
pothesis (i.e., interactions of external barriers by proactive personality, critical motivation, and
teacher support) in a separate SEM model for each of the latent response variables of work
volition, career adaptability, and school motivation. Each analysis was adjusted for the effect of
the community sample as a covariate. The results of these tests of moderation are summarized in
Table 4.4 Path analytic diagrams of the fitted SEM models for the teacher support moderation of
work volition and career adaptability, controlling for community sample, are shown in Figures 2
and 3.

None of the effects of external barriers moderated by proactive personality or by critical
motivation were statistically significant for work volition, career adaptability, or school moti-
vation. Significant tests of moderation of the external barriers to work volition relationship by
teacher support (Z = 2.14, p = .033), and the external barriers-to-career adaptability relationship by
teacher support (Z = 2.17, p = .030) were found in this study. The results for both moderated
relationships show a similar pattern. Visual representation of both results presented in Figures 4
and 5.5 reveal that external barriers are negatively related to both work volition and career
adaptability, controlling for community sample. However, this trend is seen to be modified when
taking into consideration either high or low presence of teacher support. The slopes of the negative
relationships between external barriers and work volition and between external barriers and career
adaptability were steeper for students with high social support than for students with low social
support. At low levels of external barriers high social support is substantially more advantageous
than low social support. Ratings of work volition decline more rapidly as external barriers increase
for students with high teacher support than for students reporting lower social support. The pattern
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of the moderation effect for career adaptability (Figure 5) shows the same differential loss of career
adaptability across high and low teacher support groups as external barriers increase.

Discussion

This study represents an initial effort to explore the tenets of PWT in a sample of secondary school
students. More specifically, we focused on PWT’s aforementioned contextual barriers and the role
of several moderating variables, specifically proactive personality, teacher support, and critical

Table 4. Tests of Main Effects And Interaction/Moderation for Three Response Variables.

Main or Interactive
Effect

Work volition Career adabtability School motivation

b β Z p b β Z p b β Z p

External barriers -.257 -.309 �3.99 .000 -.146 -.160 �2.51 .012 -.184 -.185 �2.79 .005
Proactive personality .410 .495 5.45 .000 .592 .665 6.79 .000 .431 .440 6.18 .000
Int: EB x PP .049 .049 0.49 .621 -.009 .006 �0.09 .930 .127 .077 1.27 .206
External barriers -.302 -.358 �4.10 .000 -.215 -.234 �3.29 .001 -.231 -.224 �3.29 .001
Critical motivation .077 .083 1.33 .184 .281 .285 3.99 .000 .478 .431 5.70 .000
Int: EB x CRITMO .202 .066 1.10 .270 .134 .081 1.57 .117 .176 .095 1.13 .260
External barriers -.263 -.310 �3.45 .001 -.148 -.165 �2.21 .027 -.127 -.127 �1.66 .096
Teacher social support .117 .417 2.21 .027 .173 .207 2.83 .005 .334 .356 4.44 .000
Int: EB x SOCSUP -.174 -.132 �2.14 .033 -.168 -.121 �2.17 .030 -.037 -.024 �0.28 .782

Notes. The terms interaction and moderation are used interchangeably in this manuscript. Main effects estimated si-
multaneously with an interaction are conditional and do not have the same meaning as a main effect estimated alone (Aiken
&West, 1991; Lorah &Wong, 2018). The interaction effect (moderation) was estimated in a full model and adjusted for the
main effects.
Note that each of the analyses reported in this table was adjusted for the effect of the community sample as a covariate; the
test statistic of the covariate is not reported here. The standard errors of the estimates and test statistics (Z) are based on
the unstandardized estimates. Mplus (v. 8.7) also gives correct standard errors and Z tests for the standardized estimates.
The standard errors and Z tests for unstandardized and standardized models are not necessarily the same, but all agree in
the application reported here.

Figure 2. Path diagram of the moderation effect of teacher social support on work volition. Note: All paths
coefficients are adjusted (controlled) for community sample; data not shown on the path diagram. *p < .05.
**p < .01. ***p < .001.
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motivation. This is the first study to examine teacher support and critical motivation in the PWT
framework. The findings confirm aspects of PWT, similar to those observed among college
students and working adults, while also revealing some discrepant findings. We discuss the
findings below in relation to our hypotheses.

PWT is unique among career development theories in that it posits risk factors of poverty and
social marginalization at the forefront to the model as determinants of work satisfaction and access

Figure 3. Path diagram of the moderation effect of teacher support on career adaptability. Note: All paths
coefficients are adjusted (controlled) for community sample; data not shown on the path diagram. *p < .05.
**p < .01. ***p < .001.

Figure 4. Moderation of external barriers and work volition by teacher social support.
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to decent work. Consistent with hypotheses one through three and with well-established findings
in PWTand other literature (Douglass et al., 2020; Duffy et al., 2018), our findings affirm that high
school students’ perceptions of perceived marginalization, operationalized as external barriers to
further education, are inversely associated with individual assets adaptive for career progress,
specifically work volition, career adaptability, and school motivation. Although the students in the
two samples were recruited from schools and communities that differed greatly in terms of
economic resources and ethnic/racial composition, the students across both samples who per-
ceived more barriers perceived less access to future opportunities, felt less equipped to cope with
problems or transitions in their future work roles, and reported less internal motivation to master
academic skills than students who perceived fewer barriers.

Hypotheses 4 though 12 focus on the role of proactive personality, critical motivation, and
teacher support as moderators of the relationships between perceived barriers and work volition,
career adaptability, and school motivation among high school students. The only significant
moderator effect in our study relates to hypotheses 10 and 11 for the role of teacher support as a
moderator of external barriers for work volition and career adaptability. The moderating role of
teacher support, interestingly, was counter to expectation as the benefits of high levels of teacher
support declined precipitously as barriers increased. While we would hope that high teacher
support would buffer the negative effects of external barriers, our findings suggest that students
with high teacher support may be more vulnerable to declines in work volition and career
adaptability as barriers increase than students with low support. Given that high school teacher
support has not been widely studied in relation to student career beliefs (Kenny et al., 2010), these
findings will need to be verified in further studies and the explanation for the findings is not clear. It
is possible; however, that students reporting high barriers may feel that support from teachers
cannot help them to resolve significant barriers around financial need, societal discrimination or
family obstacles outside of the school context. When external barriers are low, support from
teachers may be more likely to enhance positive future work expectations. However, when barriers

Figure 5. Moderation of external barriers and career adaptability by teacher social support.
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are high, teacher support loses its protective effect. It is also possible that in schools attended by
the study participants, which are designed to be supportive of low income and marginalized
students, that teachers strive to provide extra support to students who experienced the most
barriers. While that support might be helpful, the external barriers that are likely to impact their
future work remain.

As reported in Table 4, teacher support did have a positive and direct main effect on work
volition, career adaptability, and school motivation. The findings for moderation only explain the
contribution of teacher support beyond its direct benefits. While the findings for direct effects are
consistent with abundant literature (Kenny et al., 2010; Kenny & Medvide, 2013) documenting
direct benefits for social support with regard to student motivation, education and other outcomes,
more research is needed to understand how teacher social support is related to the development of
career beliefs, such as work volition and career adaptability, especially for students experiencing
substantive systemic barriers. The current findings suggest, however, that teacher support might be
understood in PWT as a factor that compensates directly for risk, rather than as a protective factor
that moderates high level of risk (Zimmerman et al., 2013).

This study adds to the very limited research (Autin et al., 2021; Douglass et al., 2020; Kim &
Allan, 2021; Wang et al., 2019) that has explored proactive personality and critical consciousness
as moderators of the relationship between economic constraints and marginalization and measures
of adaptive career progress, such as work volition and career adaptability (Duffy et al., 2012, 2018;
Maggiori et al., 2017; Rudolph et al., 2017). Consistent with the findings of Douglass et al. (2020),
proactive personality was not a significant moderator, as expected in hypotheses 4 though 6 in our
study. Douglass et al. (2020) suggest that the failure of proactive personality to serve as a
moderator may be related to measurement issues, including the assessment of proactive per-
sonality as an attitude, rather than as a goal or actual behavior. Although that is possible in the
current study, proactive personality was the most robust direct effect, being positively and
significantly associated with all three outcomes in our study. This is consistent with the Douglass
et al. (2020) study, which found proactive personality to have a direct relationship with work
volition and career adaptability. The relationship between proactive personality and career
adaptability is well-documented in the literature (Tokar & Kaut, 2018), yet its role as a moderator,
especially for marginalized students or workers, has not been well-researched or documented.
Thus, while proactive personality appears to be a factor promotive of youth career progress, it does
not appear to be more beneficial for youth experiencing higher levels of contextual barriers.

This is the first study assessing critical motivation as a dimension of CC in the PWT
framework. While critical motivation demonstrated a positive and direct relationship with career
adaptability and school motivation in our study, it was not significant as a moderator. Prior
research identifying positive effects for critical consciousness (e.g., Cadenas et al., 2021) has
largely assessed direct or promotive rather than compensatory effects. Emerging research (Autin
et al., 2021; Kim & Allan, 2021) assessing CC as a moderator in PWT has yielded inconsistent
findings, suggesting that some dimensions of CCmight have a moderating effects for some indices
of marginalization or economic constraints, but not for others. While the reasons why critical
motivation was positively related to career adaptability and school motivation, but not related to
work volition in the current study are unclear, it appears that students’ commitment to social
change is not enough to assure them that they can realize their career goals, despite barriers.
Perhaps the CC dimension of critical action, which is gaining increased attention in recent
scholarship (Diemer et al., 2020b; Heberle et al., 2020; Jemal, 2017), could make a difference in
that regard. Consistent with the findings of McWhirter and McWhirter (2016) and Cadenas et al.
(2021) with high school and college students, our findings do provide some support for the direct
benefits of critical motivation for high school students. The complexity of current findings affirm
the conclusions of CC scholars that further research is needed to better understand the interplay of
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critical motivation and other dimensions of critical consciousness across age groups, level of
social class, and racial privilege, in relation to school and career progress (Heberle et al., 2020;
Jemal, 2017).

Implications for Policy and Practice

The preliminary nature of the current study suggests caution in identifying implications for
practice. Nevertheless, since PWT is intended to identify factors that might be modified through
individual and systemic intervention (Blustein et al, 2019b), we identify some tentative obser-
vations and suggestions that might guide further research to inform practice and policy, especially
for youth.

According to a resilience framework (Zimmerman et al., 2013), direct effects suggest the
promotive benefit of identified factors for all students, irrespective of their level of external
barriers. Although the moderators were not significant as hypothesized, the observed direct effects
suggest that some constructs may nevertheless be worthy foci for intervention and may be helpful
for all youth. Proactive personality, for example, represents an individual level psychological asset
that is considered increasingly important for adapting in an uncertain and changing vocational
world (Hirschi & Koen, 2021). While our findings add to research suggesting that proactive
personality could be an important focus for career development intervention and evidence
suggests that proactive personality is a malleable trait (Hirschi & Koen, 2021; Kirby et al., 2002;
Roberts et al., 2017), knowledge of ways to foster proactive personality in a culturally responsive
and developmentally sensitive manner deserves further investigation. Although further research is
needed to add to the understanding of the varied dimensions of critical consciousness across age
and context (Heberle et al., 2020; Jemal, 2017), our findings add to the research documenting
some benefits of critical consciousness for high school youth (Diemer et al., 2016; Seider &
Graves, 2020). Our findings thus also support the call for research (e.g., Seider & Graves, 2020;
McWhirter et al., 2019) to assess the best ways to cultivate varied dimensions of critical con-
sciousness in school and community settings.

The observed inverse relationships between perceived external barriers and work volition,
career adaptability and school motivation also affirm the continued need to identify factors that
might further enhance resilience among young people. The models that were examined in this
study are derived from those proposed by Duffy et al. (2016). Research in vocational and de-
velopmental psychology suggests, however, that additional compensatory resources and indi-
vidual assets may be relevant for high school and college students (Kenny & Tsai, 2020; Pan et al.,
2018). Pan et al. (2018), for example, found in a study of Chinese university students that in-
ternship quality moderated the relationship between proactive personality and career adaptability.
Although the students in our first community sample had not yet engaged in their summer in-
ternship experience, the students in our second community sample were engaged in work-based
learning (WBL). The WBL experience might be explored as a context of social support in PWT.

Finally, the failure to identify moderating effects for proactive personality and critical motivation,
the unexpected findings for social support, and the generally modest contributions of study variables
as compensatory factors for external barriers highlight the need for systemic and structural change
that will reduce economic and social marginalization. As noted by the PWT perspective, broad
systemic change is vital and warrants further research and social action (Blustein et al, 2019b).

Limitations and Future Directions

The current studies provide initial findings on the contributions of PWT in conceptualizing the
career progress of high school youth but need to be considered in light of study limitations. This
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research is correlational and cross sectional such that causal relationships cannot be assumed. We
have also relied on self-report measures which are limited by respondent honesty, self-awareness,
and concerns for social desirability. The application of PWT for understanding youth career
progress requires a consideration of a broader array of constructs. With regard to the promotive
constructs, we assessed support from teachers but did not assess support from family members or
friends, which are known to be important contextual supports associated with social, school and
vocational outcomes among youth (Ali et al., 2005; Kenny et al., 2003). Our assessment of
critical consciousness also represents only one aspect of the full construct, with recent reviews
emphasizing the importance of all three dimensions, especially social action (Diemer et al.,
2020b; Heberle et al., 2020; Jemal, 2017; Rapa et al., 2018). We assessed proactive personality
using an abbreviated measure, which differs from the measure used by Douglass et al. (2020)
and Wang et al. (2019), but evidences adequate reliability and correlates well with the longer
measure. We assessed students’ experiences with marginalization and economic constraints
with a specific measure of perceived external barriers to further education. While we believe that
this is a relevant and valid approach for high school students, measures that assess constraints
and marginalization more broadly across contexts and over time have been found to be a more
robust predictor of decent work than more narrow assessments (Duffy et al., 2019). Our initial
attempt to assess PWT for high school students has examined school motivation, along with
work volition and career adaptability. Yet, there remain other indices of youth progress rooted in
social cognitive theory, such as vocational outcomes expectation and vocational self-efficacy
(Ali et al., 2005; Kantamneni et al., 2018; Kenny et al., 2003), that might be considered in future
research.

Although two very different groups of high school students were assessed in this study, they
represent very specific school and community contexts and thus cannot be considered repre-
sentative of the broader population of high school students or even of the communities in which
they reside. The students in the second community sample chose to attend a Catholic high school
known for their work-based learning program. We can assume that they differ from other students
in their community based on their decision to attend this school and by the school and WBL
experience in which they are embedded. The sample of students in our first community sample are
generally less socioeconomically privileged and more diverse in relation to their immigration
status and race/ethnicity than others in their school or community, which is not surprising given
the recruitment goals of the summer program. While this study and PWT attends to participant
experience of marginalization, research would benefit from examining how specific aspects of the
family, school, and community contexts separately and in interaction foster the promotive factors
that enable students to navigate marginalization and promote equity in their journey to decent
work. In order to more fully unpack the influence of context for high school students, research is
needed with larger samples of students so that attention can be given to examining the protective
benefits of varied aspects of the school, family, and community contexts.

Despite these limitations and varied considerations, this research represents an important, but
initial effort, in examining the potential value of PWT for youth career progress.
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Notes

1. The Mplus quasi-maximum likelihood Integration Algorithm for models fitted by the |WITH command in
tests of moderation reported in this manuscript provide identical path coefficients to those reported by the
Mplus MLR estimator.

2. In statistical parlance a moderation effect is used to describe a statistical interaction between continuously
distributed variables (Cohen, Cohen, Aiken, &West, 2006). We use the terms interaction and moderation
interchangeably in this manuscript.

3. More thorough detail about the many methods of evaluating interactions with latent variables is given in
Lorah & Wong (2018).

4. The main effects reported in Table 4 were estimated in a latent variable regression analysis with main and
interaction effects estimated simultaneously—each adjusted for the other. Main effects estimated si-
multaneously with an interaction are conditional and do not have the same meaning or interpretation as a
main effect estimated alone (Aiken & West, 1991; Lorah & Wong, 2018; Preacher, 2003). All of the
moderators, with the exception of critical motivation, were significantly and positively related to each of
the 3 response variables p < .004. External barriers were negatively and significantly related to each of the
3 response variables at p < .004.

5. The plots of the moderated effects are based on the factor scores of the latent variables resulting from the
CFA’s of the latent variables involved in the moderation. Interaction plots of the total scores of the original
variables show remarkably similar patterns.
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